Abstract
Introduction and problem descrip-
Algorithm visualization is a powerful tool in helping the designer gain insight into the execution of an algorithm. It provides a whole new dimension to the study of algorithms, exposing problems and properties of the algorithm which may not be discovered without the animation. Animation techniques allow the display of changing data-structures and the execution flow of an algorithm, exposing bottlenecks as well as potential enhancements. Allowing interaction with the animation makes it possible to gain immediate feedback on the effect particular parameters have on the algorithm. Parallel fault tolerant algorithms provide a rich context for illustrating the capability to change parameters based on the information being portrayed on the screen.
tion

The main contribution of this work is the ability t o interact with the animation as the algorithm is executing, changing run-time characteristics, in particular the adversary used t o fail processors.
Algorithm animation is a relatively new area of system development. [3] describes the animation tool Balsa, considered to be the pioneering effort in algorithm animation. Many of the animation tools available today follow the general design guidelines established by Balsa. In short, these guidelines suggest annotating the algorithm code with interesting events in order to identify the possible operations which would be interesting to view. The tools typically provide a high level graphical language composed of routine calls which remove the user from the intricacies of the actual graphics code. These routines are utilized to provide the animation actions designated for each interesting event. Of course, the systems vary greatly in the amount of support offered the user. Balsa has been successfully used to visually demonstrate data structures and algorithm designs in an educational context. It has no interaction capability during the execution of the algorithm, but provides facilities for prespecifiying animation scenarios. The animation tool Zeus is interesting for its use of objects, strong-typing, parallelism, color and sound. [4] describes Zeus in detail. The MIMD multiprocessor simulator Proteus 121 provides integrated graphical output through the use of a trace file and an X-based graph program. It provides line graphs, bar graphs, and tables, however, it does not have the ability to perform animation of algorithms.
[7] outlines a methodology for automatic insertion of animation code into an algorithm (annotating the interesting events), removing the designer from manually analyzing the algorithm for insertion points.
Tango [9]
[10] is the animation tool used by Raft. Tango follows the Balsa design guideline, providing the user with a high level interface to a graphics package. Routine calls are added to the algorithm at userspecified places requesting the animation window be updated by user written routines which make use of the Tango facilities. Tango provides an 1/0 function which allows basic interaction with the animation window via the mouse. The user clicks on a point in the window, and the location is returned to the userprovided animation routines. Tango was chosen for it's modularity and simplicity of use. Now let us describe the class of algorithms animated using this tool. Eficient parallel algorithms exist for many problems (integer manipulation, manipulating lists and trees, etc). By eficient we mean that the algorithms can solve those problems with near linear speed-up. The efficiency of these algorithms requires them to be very carefully designed to make the most of the parallel architecture. This leaves very little computation time for use towards making the algorithms fault tolerant (ie performing error detection and load rescheduling). The algorithms provided for animation by Raft have been designed to provide robust efficient [5] execution of the original parallel algorithms. In short, this means that the original paralleltime x processors product, N , of the original algorithm, w i l l be increased by at most a polylog factor of N , despite the presence of failures (see [5] ).
In particular, we use the key Write-All problem to illustrate the flexibility of the system. Write-All is an important primitive because, by using it in an iterated fashion, it is possible to efficiently and faulttolerantly simulate any parallel algorithm ([SI). The WTite-All problem is to write a one to all Nelements of an array using P processors to perform the work. The algorithms simulated by the Raft system, alg. X , and alg. W , are described in detail in [5], and [6] .
Raft allows the algorithm designer to easily interact with the algorithm, receiving immediate visual and textual feedback to any perturbations. This is accomplished through a user interface which controls execution of the algorithm in a simulator-like keyboard environment, and the annotation of the algorithm with high-level calls to the animation tool providing the visual feedback.
Raft is comprised of 5000 lines of C code. It is designed to control the Tango animation window in a simulator-like fashion. Tango, 8500 lines of C code, is used by Raft to perform a scene by scene animation of the algorithm's progress. The algorithms being animated have been annotated with calls to Raft routines which in turn call Tango routines to control the animation window. Raft is responsible for knowing the state of the algorithm, and the animation window a t all times. This enables Raft to make only the necessary calls to Tango routines. Tango does not have any knowledge of the algorithms being animated, nor the desired display of these algorithms. It simply reacts to it's routine calls, drawing the appropriate figures on the screen. See Section 3 for more implementation details. This introduction is complemented by a short example of an animation using Raft. Figure 1 , page 5, shows a sample run of Raft including a subset of the animation displays and the keyboard interface. The example shows an animation of the X algorithm running under the control of an interactive user-defined adversary, with 64 processors, 64 tasks and no restarts allowed. Note that some of the informational output has been removed from the script and ellipses inserted in the interest of brevity. User responses are in boldface.
Raft user interface
The user interface portion of Raft is the main contribution of the system. The interaction with the adversaries and algorithms adds tremendous value to the animation. It allows users to dynamically adjust the adversary to affect the algorithm in the desired ways. There are a number of options available which allow the user to tailor the execution of the algorithm, and the action of the adversaries. We give a description of how the execution of the algorithms is represented in the animation window, then follow with the options available to tailor the execution style of the algorithms. A list of the available adversaries is given also. The reader is encouraged t o see the full report for more details.
2.1
The tool used to perform the animation is Tango [9] . By making use of the provided Tango routines it is possible to create simple animations without getting deep into the details of the graphics code.
The animation window runs as its own process, separate from Raft. The control structure of the algorithms being animated is a binary tree, thus a binary tree is displayed in the animation window. The leaf nodes of the tree represent one of the tasks to be performed. In general, when all the work of a subtree is determined to be complete, the edge between the root of the subtree and it's parent is deleted. In this way, the user can visualize the progress of the algorithm.
The processors are represented as small horizontal red lines residing at a node of the tree. Initially each processor is assigned to a leaf node, modulo the number of leaves. When processors are killed by an adversary the red line representing them is deleted; when they are restarted a t a node a red line is created. As processors move up and down the control tree the thickness of the red line is increased (by a factor of the log of the number of processors present
Animation window and user choices
at the node) to show the presence of more than one processor at a node.
The user is able to specify the number of processors and the number of elements in the Write-All array for each execution of an algorithm. These numbers can range from 1 to 218. Note that all the data structures are created from heap memory according to the size of these parameters.
The processors are assigned to the array elements modulo N. The assignment starts at leaf node 0 (on the left of the tree) and continues until the processors are depleted.
The next choice to be made is which Write-A11 algorithm will be used. There is a menu of 4 choices available. The choices (1-4) are as follows: XI X j , W, Wept. See [6] for detailed descriptions of the algorithms. The choice of algorithm can only be specified once per each execution of Raftas some of the data structures are shared.
The user next has the chance to select which adversary will interact with the simulation. The adversaries are listed in section 2.2. If the user chooses to run continuously, this is the only chance to change adversaries. If instead the simulation is run in single step mode, then the user can choose to change the adversary each step ( see Section 2.2). Due to the model being used (fail-stop restartable PRAM), the adversaries will be used to fail as well as restart processors. The tool also offers the capability of running without restarts in the case that the algorithm requires the fail-stop PRAM model. To differentiate between these two models the user is queried regarding whether the revive flag should be set or not. This flag controls whether processors are allowed to restart once they have been failed.
Interactive m o d e
The Raft system makes use of the mouse 1/0 capabilities of Tango to allow the user to interact with the animation as it is progressing on the screen. The hooks allowing this interaction have been present in Tango for some time, but the Raft system is the first to make substantial use of them, allowing interactive animation.
The simulation can be run in one of two modes, single step, or continuous. The continuous mode does not allow the user to interact with the simulation except through the adversary. If running Raft in continuous mode with an interactive adversary the adversary will prompt the user for input each step, otherwise no interaction is needed.
In single step mode the user has the ability to interact with the simulation between each PRAM step taken. Single step mode allows the user to change adversaries, quit the simulation, enter continuous mode if all interaction is complete, and query about the state of the simulation (work done, processors alive, details on specific nodes of the tree). This feature of Raft makes it extremely effective as an intuitive aid to understanding the action of the animated algorithms.
The options made available to the user in single step mode are: (the characters in parentheses are the proper responses to the Raft prompt : ) 0 (s)ingle step -This allows the user to step the algorithm any number of times. Typing s #, where # is someinteger, will step the algorithm # times.
Typing s will step the algorithm once by default. 0 (c)ontinuous execution -This allows the user to let the algorithm run to completion with one command. The only interaction necessary from the user is that which may be required by the adversary. There is no output given in this mode until the algorithm is complete and the schedule of which processor wrote which array element in what cycle is printed out. Using the mouse the user clicks on a node in the animation window. Raft then prints out the following information on the node: index of node in tree, amount of work done in subtree, # live processors at node, # dead processors at node, and the processors assigned to the node.
2. total number of live processors left 3. total work done to date 4. return to simulation prompt 0 (q)uit -this stops the animation immediately.
Note that this has no effect on the Tango window, except that it won't receive any more messages from Raft. The user must reset the window if another algorithm is to be run. 0 change (a)dversary -This allows the user to change the adversary before the next step is taken.
Simulation icript far example animation in Figure 1 , some t e x t removed, indicated by ellipses. Choice: 4
T h e uier w i l l be prompted for a sequence of # % representing t h e processors which will bavc there s t a t e (alive/dcad) toggled.
T h e processors are numbered starting a t 0.
(h asnume only p r o c c~~o r 1 is dead. a n d revive ia true, t h e line 1,2,8 would kill procc.sorn 2 a n d 8 , and would revive processor 1)
R u n in singlc step mode, or continuous execution? (a/=)
Mode: 8 In rcnponsc t o t h e : prompt, t y p e t h e character s t o iinglc step, t y p e s # t o step # .tep., t y p e c for continuous execution, t y p e ? to query a hidden node, t y p e q t o atop t h e animation. t y p e a to change adversaries.
Toggle which processori? (give processor number (s) scperated by commas) (enter n t o continoe t o next cycle with no changes) Cycle Number: 1, Pmc's: 0,1,2,5,4,5,6,7 
.
Note in Figure l. ;, t h e first ten processors have been killed, t h e remaining 54 live procensor. have moved u p in t h e tree.
In step 2, t b c user chose to kill 8 more procelnom in intermediate nodes. Sincc no processors can account for t h e work done in those nodes, t h e work in not complete for t h a t subtrce. (see Figure 1 .ii) In general. as t h e proccseors progrcm up t h e tree, edge. are deleted t o indicate all work in t h e nubtrec is done.
B d o r c t h e execution of t h e third step t h e user choae to change the adversary, choosing t o run adversary free.
In Figure 1 .iii p r o c c~~o r s 1 0 , l l have traversed u p a n d down t o t h e perform t h e work of dead P T O C~~S O~I 8,9 (killed before cycle 2). In t h e following 2 .tepa the proceiiori in t h e grandparent node will travel down t o t h e parent, join with procesaori 10.11 a n d then they will all travel hack up to t h e grandparent node.
In t h e 7th cycle, Figure l .iv, proccsiori killed in t h e 2nd cyclc have their work resumed by t h e newly arrived proccs.ors.. Note t h a t one half of t h e trcc tr.vcrsal is completed.
In cycle 11, proccseors reach t h e leaf nodes which had their proceaiori killed in cycle 1. T h e procesaorr in t h e ancestor node travel downward, t h e leaf procensor. travel upward until they all meet a t t h e grandparent node. They d l then travel together until reaching t h e m o t , at which point t h e algorithm in complete (taking 19 cycles to complete).
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vi. The adversaries are used to control when each processor is subject to failure during the simulation.
There are currently 11 adversaries available to the user. They range from totally interactive to completely specified before execution. Note that the user has the ability to change adversaries at any point in the simulation if running in single step mode. The user also has the option of running the animation with no adversary, i.e. with no failures.
The adversaries work on two different principles: failing specific processors, and failing processors assigned to specific nodes in the tree. Most adversaries are designed to fail specific processors. The adversaries which make use of the Tango 1/0 facility allows the use of the mouse to choose specific nodes in the animation window which are to have the assigned processors failed. Note that in general there may be any number of processors assigned to a node.
The adversary is invoked at different times depending on which algorithm is being run. For the X algorithms, the adversary is invoked before each local step is taken. For the W algorithms each step consists of 4 phases, and the adversary is optionally invoked by the user between each phase. Note that at the beginning of the simulation all processors are assumed to be alive. It is also assumed that the adversary never [ails all the processors in any one cycle.
There are 4 fully specified adversaries (no interaction needed once execution begins) available: Random, File Driven, Lower Bound Adversary [6] , and Passive Adversary(n0 faults injected). There are 7 interactive adversaries available, 4 mouse driven, and three keyboard driven, which require user input during each step. For a detailed description of the adversaries, the reader is referred to the full Technical
Processor trace facility
Once the simulation is complete, the user is offered the opportunity to trace the path of any processor(s) through the tree. The path is highlighted by overlaying colored arrows on the edges the processor traversed.
3 Implementation tool.
Report, [11) There are 3 modules of code used to build the Raft Raft.his an include file which keeps track of all the variables and constants required by this software.
The Tango and MSG software is also necessary for the animation window to be activated. Tango is comprised of 14 modules of commented C code, totalling roughly 8500 lines. The MSG software provides a rich set of message passing utilities for use between processes. The utility used by Raft is a single routine of roughly 150 lines of C code which sends a message via a routine call and returns a string to the caller.
In order to implement the PRAM model used by these algorithms, it is necessary to simulate shared memory access. As the processors loop synchronously to perform a single PRAM step, it is necessary to keep two copies of the controlling data structure. The first copy stores the current value of the work done at each node. The processors read from this data structure while performing the algorithm. The second copy of the data structure is used for all writes. Thus, each processor reads the same value and can write any new value into the second data structure. At the end of each synchronous loop, the write data structure is copied into the read data structure, effectively simulating shared memory. Note each processor is concurrently writing the same value t o memory, thus there is no priority scheme necessary.
For each new algorithm to be added to the Raft system, it is necessary to write new code for the animation scenes. These animation scenes make use of routines provided by the Tango software. Note that all the Tango routines utilize the MALLOC library routine in C to obtain memory from the heap. Tango keeps all this memory unless specifically told to free it. The routines designed to control the animation which are linked in with the Tango image were carefully designed to return memory whenever possible. If new routines are designed, the author must be very aware of the memory requests made, else the animation may slow down noticeably.
Discussion
added to Raft to increase it's functionality.
Additional algorithms, or adversaries could be It is straightforward to add an adversary to Raft. To get a copy of the Rafl source code contact the author at the enet address given on the title page. There are certain requirements that are imposed by Raft on the algorithms to be animated. These requirements are due to the rigid method in which the Tango animation scenes must be coded. Of course, by writing additional Tango animation scene routines, any algorithm may be animated.
An interesting modification would be to update Raft for execution on a parallel architecture, such as the Connection Machine. This would allow direct simulation of the algorithms, without the overhead associated with simulating on a single CPU. This would add some additional complexity in the memory access, but as mentioned earlier, this problem has been addressed extensively in the literature.
In closing, the work outlined here indicates the usefulness of interactive animations. It is believed that all future animation systems should provide an easy to use interactive interface to their animation routines. Any potential consumers of animation tools would certainly benefit greatly from the built-in capability to interact with the animation screen, via mouse, keyboard, or other means.
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